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Abstract. Secure channel assignment and communication is very im-
portant in Multi-channel Multi-Radio Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs)
and all wireless networks. The proposed schemes of dynamic channel as-
signment (DCA) for WMNs do not consider the security issues and ex-
pose to di!erent attacks which influence the channel assignment. There-
fore the security vulnerabilities in DCA should be addressed in order to
achieve the benefits of Multi-channel Multi-Radio WMNs. In this paper,
we discuss an e"cient, secure channel assignment with DCA in wireless
mesh network using clustering. Using public key cryptography, we have
proposed an e!ective solution for securing DCA in a clustered WMNs.
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1 Introduction

Recently, wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have been in the focus of academia
and industry research. This is because WMNs have several interesting character-
istics such as self-organization, self-configuration, reliable services, and Internet
connectivity. A WMN is a multihop wireless network which consists of mesh
routers and mesh clients. Mesh routers have minimal mobility and form the
backbone of a WMN which provides access to the mesh clients that can be sta-
tionary or mobile [1]. In WMNs, all nodes including clients have the ability to
relay messages and behave like a router. This usually leads to e!cient routing
but also raises some issues because of its complex communication requirements.
These also include security and privacy issues. The challenge is to have a safe
transfer of messages from source to destination without any adverse interruption
from relay nodes or other attackers. For e!cient and secure transmission of data
di"erent topologies for these networks have been suggested. One such topology
is clustering. A cluster is a group of neighbor nodes, acting in a group, having
a node as cluster head, which is responsible to control that cluster. In that way,
a WMN may consist of a number of clusters working together in an environ-
ment called clustered environment. To communicate with each other, the nodes
need some channel frequencies to be assigned to them. Care should be taken
in assigning these channels to maintain links’ performance and also to reduce
interference. There are many popular static and dynamic channel assignment
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algorithms (DCA) used for this purpose (refer to the related work). The issue
of secure channel assignment among nodes of the clusters in WMN still exists.
The previously proposed schemes of DCA do not consider the security issues and
expose to di"erent attacks which influence the channel assignment. Therefore,
the security vulnerabilities on DCA should be addressed in order to achieve the
benefits of Multi-channel Multi-Radio WMN.

In this paper, we discuss an e!cient, secure and dynamic channel assignment
(DCA) in wireless mesh network using clustering. We use public key cryptogra-
phy as an e"ective solution for securing DCA in a clustered WMNs. The trusted
authority TA generates unique key pairs (private/public keys) for each node in
the clustered network.

The distribution of the paper is in the following segments. section 2 sum-
marizes related work. section 3, describes the network model and presents the
security problem during channel allocation. Furthermore, this section also re-
views and discusses the Cluster Channel Assignment (CCA) approach [2] of
dynamic channel assignment for WMN using clustering.section 4 introduces the
cluster-based security scheme for WMN based on public key cryptography. It
also describes in detail the secure control messages for dynamic channel assign-
ment followed by discussion about our scheme in section 5. Finally, section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

In this section, we will briefly describe the work that has been done for channel
assignment problem and security issues in wireless mesh network (WMN).

2.1 Channel Assignment Approaches

Several approaches discuss channel assignment for WMNs. The main focus of
these approaches is to enhance the overall network performance by reducing in-
terference and maximizing the throughput. Raniwala et al. [3] have proposed a
multi-channel and multi-hop WMN architecture with centralized channel assign-
ment. Ramachandran et al. [4] have proposed a centralized channel assignment
algorithm, that runs on a central server, which collects dynamically changing
channel interference information periodically. Makram et al. [5] have proposed
a distributed channel assignment based on clustering. Features of this approach
include: fully distributed channel assignment, fair channel distribution for the
clusters based on the number of the nodes within a cluster and re-assignment
with consideration of the distance. None of these approaches consider the secu-
rity aspect during the channel assignment planning. The threats like the e"ect
of misbehaving malicious and compromised nodes, the threat of Denial of Ser-
vice (DoS) attacks and the loss of confidentiality are not considered in all above
mentioned algorithms [6].
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2.2 Security Approaches

Lin et al. [7] have presented a collective authentication system for WMN. This
system is based on threshold signature technique in which ’t’ out of ’n’ servers are
used for authentication. This system is specially useful in those areas where very
large number of nodes work together under a single authority. Jin et al. [8] have
proposed a group key agreement protocol for authentication of WMN. This is
an improved version and more e!cient then Tseng’s group key agreement proto-
cols. The protocol still lacks description about group member events like joining
and leaving of nodes. Sun et al. [9] have explained an architecture providing
a balance between anonymity and traceability while keeping the basic security
requirements intact. The authors have suggested a solution with identity-based
cryptography using bilinear pairings on elliptic curves. Xuygang et al. [10] have
proposed a risk avoidance scheme using multi-path routing to assist encryp-
tion schemes mitigate the damages of security attacks. This is based on node
identification. None of these approaches mentioned security for dynamic channel
assignment. For this reason, we present our cluster-based security approach to
secure channel assignment especially for dynamic assignment.

3 Problem Formulation and System Model

3.1 Network Model

A WMN can be represented as an undirected graph G(V,E, K) known as the
connectivity graph, where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is the set of vertices in the graph
that represents mesh routers, F = {f1, f2, . . . , fc} the set of available channels,
and E = {(vi, uj , fi)|vi, vj ! V " fi ! F} the set of wireless links between the
mesh router vi and its neighbors vj ,#vj ! Ni on channel fi where Ni denotes
the neighbors of node vi. The wireless link lfi

i,j is constructed between any two
mesh routers vi, uj if they are located within each other’s transmission range and
agree on a common channel fi. A mesh router vi with multiple wireless network
interface cards (WNICs) Rvi = {r1, r2, . . . , rm} may allocate di"erent channels
which should not exceed the number of Rvi if available. Fvi is the set of channels
assigned to node vi.

3.2 Problem Formulation

Most of the channel assignments algorithms do not consider security aspects
during channel assignment and they assume that the mesh nodes are trusted
nodes. Furthermore, the decision of the channel assignment for such a node is
based on the information delivered from neighbor nodes especially in dynamic
and distributed algorithms [11]. Since this information about the neighbors is
not verified, the attacker can easily influence the channel assignment procedure
and then the network’s performance. Some of these attacks have been identified
[6].In general, we can summarize these attacks exploiting the security vulnera-
bilities in two ways. First, the malicious node modifies the channel assignment of
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its interfaces without informing its neighbors or switch to higher priority chan-
nel which e"ect the performance in term of available bandwidth. Second, the
malicious node transmits wrong information to its neighbors that it has changed
the channel assignment but actually it has not. So, a secure control message ex-
change mechanism between the nodes is required. For more details about these
attacks refer to [6].

3.3 Cluster Channel Assignment

In [2], the Cluster Channel Assignment (CCA) algorithm is introduced, which
we refer to in this paper. In CCA, the available channels in the network are
equally distributed among the clusters in a way that two neighbor clusters get
disjoint sets of channels as shown in Figure 1(a). FCi = {A $ B, . . . , G} is
the set of channels to be assigned to cluster Ci. CCA algorithm consists of
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(a) An Example of CCA

vi ri,#ri ! Rvi fi,#fi ! Fvi B(vfi
i , t) P (lfi

i,j , t)

(a) a F INFO message

vi ri Current fi Free fx

(b) a F REQUEST message

CHi CHj ,#Cj ! NCi Free fx

(c) a F BORROW message

vi ri Old fi New fx

(d) a F SWITCH message

(b) CCA messages

Fig. 1. Cluster channel assignment (CCA)

two phases: Static phase and on-demand (dynamic) phase. In the static phase,
each clusterhead assigns a default common channel to all nodes (routers) which
belong to its cluster. After this initialization phase, each router periodically
estimates the load of all its communication links and exchanges this information
with its neighbors and clusterhead. This information contains the link status
P (loss on lfi

i,j and channel usage B(vfi
i,j , t) which is illustrated in Figure 1(b)a.

We also assume that a clusterhead has an overview of the load estimation and
channel usage of the neighbor clusters, since it can exchange this information
with its neighbors. If the router vi experiences a loss rate P (loss on lfi

i,j) % ! on
a current link lfi

i,j or the link usage is close to the link capacity on channel fi

which is not su!cient to the requested bandwidth from vi’s clients, it shifts to
the on-demand phase. Then, vi requests a free channel from the clusterhead by
sending F REQUESTmessage. In the second phase, the clusterhead detects the
nodes having a high load and then tries to assign them new channels. These new
channels cannot only be taken from the still unused channels of FCi , but can also
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be borrowed from neighbor clusters having enough free channels. The contents
of the control messages of CCA algorithm are illustrated in Figure 1(b).

After the clusterhead selects a suitable channel and suitable neighbor uj |uj !
Ni, it informs both the requested router vi and its neighbor uj about the new
channel to switch to using a F SWITCH message and executes the channel
switch. It then awaits a F ACK message from them acknowledging the switch.
More details about this algorithm refer to [2] and [5].

4 Cluster-Based Security

Before we describe our approach in details, we state some of our assumptions:

– Clustering has already been done.
– The public key of the gateway is known by the neighbor clusterhead.
– Gateway can possibly be a clusterhead.
– There exist distributed trusted authorities (TAs) connected directly to gate-

ways.
– A cluster may or may not have a gateway.
– The cluster without gateway will communicate with the nearest available

gateway through border node.
– Each node contains a unique identifier.
– Initially (as a fist step), all communication between the nodes should be

done by using a default or single channel.
– The limitation of energy consumption is not an issue since the mesh routers

are placed in a fixed position and connected to the main power supply.
– The last parameter of all messages before encryption is the Hash of complete

message for message integrity.
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GatewayClusterheadRouter Wired LinkWireless Link

(a) SCCA Network Model

CHi
vi ! nCi

CHiID , viID

nCi , SKCiinit
= Hash[Order(nCiID

)]

viID , KSCi < CHiID , KCHi , KPvi >

ACK

. . .
nCi , TS, OldKSCi < newKSCi >

ACK

. . .

(b) Initial Session Key

Fig. 2. SCCA
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Table 1. Notation

Symbol Definition

Kvi Public Key of node vi

Svi Private Key of node vi

KPvi Key Pair (public/private) of node vi

lfi
i,j A wireless link between node vi and vj on channel fi

Fvi The set of channels assigned to node vi

Rvi The set of WNICs of node vi

CHi Clusterhead of cluster i
NCi Set of neighbor clusters of cluster i
nCi Set of nodes which belong to cluster i
nGWi Set of neighbor nodes of gateway i
SKCi Session Key of cluster Ci

viID The identity of node vi

Based on these assumptions and using the terminology defined in Table 1, we dis-
cuss the Secure Cluster Channel Assignment (SCCA) using Figure 2(a). SCCA
consists of two stages: key distribution and secure channel assignment. The key
distribution also consists of two stages: in first stage, the TA generates and dis-
tributes the key pairs for the clusterheads in a secure way and then for clusters’
members in the second stage.

4.1 Key distribution for a clusterhead

As a first step of key distribution for clusterheads, each clusterhead generates
an initial public and private key-pair for itself. In the first case with clusters
having a gateway, each clusterhead (CHi) send its ID and its initial public key
(KCHiinit

) encrypted with the public key of the gateway (KGWi) to the gateway.
Then, TAi/GWi verifies CHi and generates the key pairs (KPCHi) using the
identities of the CH and transfer this to CHi as shown in Figure 3(a). For the
second case with clusters not having a gateway, the CH can get its key pairs
from the TA via the neighbor cluster that has a gateway and already got its
key pairs. Figure 3(b) illustrates this case. The CH not having a gateway (CHj)
send its ID and KCHjinit

to the border node (Bij) after encryption with Bij ’s
public key (KBij ). Bij relay this information to the clusterhead having a gateway
(CHi) after encryption with its private key (SBij ) and CHi’s public key. When
CHi receives this information it decrypts it with KBij and encrypted with its
private key SCHi and relay this information to the trusted authority/gateway
TAi/GWi. After receiving this information by TAi/GWi, it generates the key
pairs (KPCHj ) for CHj . Then, TAi/GWi compiles a message with these key
pairs and send it to CHi. The same process is repeated in the other direction
till the key-pair is received by the CHj .

4.2 Key distribution for cluster members

In this section, we discuss the key distribution for the clusters’ members and in
the following section we explain how to secure channel assignment messages.
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TAi/GWi
CHi ! nGWi

GWiID , KGWi < CHiID , KCHiinit
>

CHiID , KCHiinit
< GWiID , KPCHi >

ACK

(a) Key distribution for clusterheads having a neighbor gateway

TAi/GWi CHi
Bij

CHj ! NCi

GWiID , SCHi

< CHjID , KCHjinit
>

CHiID , KCHi < GWiID , SGWi <

CHjID , KCHjinit
< KPCHj >>>

ACK

CHiID , KCHi < BijID
, SBij

< GWiID , CHjID , KCHjinit
>>

BijID
, KBij < CHjID , SCHi

< KCHjinit
< KPCHj >>>

ACK

BijID
, KBij < CHiID ,

GWiID , CHjID , KCHjinit
>

CHjID , KCHjinit
< BijID

, SBij < CHiID ,

SCHi < CHjID , KCHjinit
< KPCHj >>>>

ACK

(b) Key distribution for clusters not having a gateway

Fig. 3. Key distribution for a clusterhead
For Clusters Having Gateway as Clusterhead The process starts with
the respective TAi asking the gateway about its neighbor nodes. Gateway in-
forms the TAi about its neighbors by sending their IDs which it received during
broadcast messages having neighbor queries (clustering process). Gateway then
generates an initial session key SKCiinit

by concatenating IDs of the neighbor
nodes in ascending order (with increasing node ID values), and then taking a
hash of it as in Figure 2(b) . Here we assume that the attacker has or can have
information about some of the nodes but not all the nodes so the attacker cannot
generate this hash (session key for key pair distribution) itself. TAi generates
the key pairs (public/private) using the identities of the mesh routers (neighbor
nodes) attached to the gateway and transfer this to the gateways. Gateway us-
ing the session key KSCi encrypts these member nodes’ key pairs (KPvi) and
its public key KCHi and send them to the respective member nodes. This key
which is used only for key distribution will only be changed if the nodes are
added or deleted from the gateway/clusterhead range. Now all nodes will have
their respective key pair. The member nodes send acknowledgment about re-
ceiving the keys, to the gateway (clusterhead). These messages are also shown
in Figure 2(b) and in Figure 4(a). nGWi INFOREQ is the request about member
node IDs from trusted authority.

For Clusters Having a Non-Gateway Clusterhead For these types of
clusters, the procedure is the same as described for gateway as clusterhead but
as a last step gateway will transfer the key pairs to the respective cluster-head
using its private key SGWi and the public key of the cluster-head KCHi which the
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gateway already possesses. The cluster head CHi replies with the member node
IDs encrypted with its private key SCHi and public key of gateway KGWi . The
gateway then sends the required key pairs KPvi . After receiving the key pairs
the cluster head sends the acknowledgment ACK. This is shown in Figure 4(b).

TAi
GWi/CHi

GWiID ,

(nGWi INFOREQ)

TAiID ,

(viID ,#vi ! nGWi)

GWiID ,

((viID , KPvi),#vi ! nGWi)

ACK

(a) a gateway as clusterhead

TAi/GWi CHi

CHiID , KCHi < GWiID , SGWi

< nCi INFOREQ >

GWiID , KGWi < CHiID ,

SCHi < viID ,#vi ! nCi >>

CHiID , KCHi < GWiID , SGWi

< ((viID , KPvi),#vi ! nCi) >>

ACK

(b) a cluster having a member gateway (other than
CH)

TAi/GWi CHi
Bij CHj ! NCi

CHiID , KCHi < GWiID , SGWi

< nCj INFOREQ >>

GWiID , SCHi

< (viID ,#vi ! nCj ) >

CHiID , KCHi < GWiID , SGWi

< ((viID , KPvi),#vi ! nCj ) >>

ACK

BijID
, KBij < CHjID , SCHi

< GWiID , nCj INFOREQ >

CHiID , KCHi < BijID
, SBij < CHjID ,

SCHj < GWiID , (viID ,#vi ! nCj ) >>>

BijID
, KBij < CHjID , SCHi

< GWiID , (viID , KPvi),#vi ! nCj >>

ACK

CHjID , KCHj < BijID
, SBij < CHiID ,

SCHi < GWiID , nCj INFOREQ >>>

BijID
, KBij < CHiID , SCHj

< GWiID , (viID ,#vi ! nCj ) >>

CHjID , KCHj < BijID
, SBij < CHiID , SCHi

< GWiID , (viID , KPvi),#vi ! nCj >>>

ACK

(c) a cluster not having a gateway

Fig. 4. Key distribution for a cluster members

For Clusters not Having a Gateway Figure 2(a) shows an example of
this case, the border node connects cluster C3 and C4. The gateway requests
for member nodes is forwarded to the clusterhead CHi which knows that a
member node Bij which is also a border node is a part of another cluster. After
being queried, this border node relays the information of C4 members (nC4) to
respective TA2 through gateway which generates the public/private key pair of
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nC4 and the distribution process is repeated. This is shown in the first three
messages of Figure 4(c).

The cluster-head of the cluster having no gateway (e.g. Cj) sends the info
of its members (nCj ) encrypted with its private key (SCHj ) and border node’s
public key KBij to the border node (Bij). Bij relay this information to CHi after
encrypting with its private key SBij and CHi’s public key. When CHi receives
this information it decrypts it by KBij and encrypted by its private key SCHi

and relay this information to the trusted authority/gateway TAi/GWi. After
receiving this information, TAi/GWi generates the key pairs (KPvi) for each
member node #vi ! nCj included with this message. Then, TAi/GWi compiles
a message with these key pairs and send it to CHi. The same process is repeated
in the opposite way till received by the CHj . CHj has all the information about
its members and then it sends KPvi to each vi ! nCj after encrypting with its
session key (KSCj ). The exchange of messages is shown in Figure 4(c). In case
of the cluster reconstruction, the nodes within a cluster, elect a new clusterhead
and the whole process is repeated for the new clusterhead.

4.3 Secure Cluster Channel Assignment

In this section we explain how to secure the channel assignment (CCA) process
for intra-cluster and inter-cluster which mentioned in subsection 3.3.

Static/default CCA After the key distribution mentioned in the above section
is finished, each node in the network gets its public/private keys and the session
key of the cluster that belongs to it. In this phase, the clusterhead (CHi) sends
the default channel info to all member nodes within a cluster (Ci) using its session
key (SKCi). In the case of border node (Bij) within two neighbor clusters Ci and
Cj , it will get two distinct default channels from CHi and CHj . This procedure
will be the same for all clusterheads.

Dynamic On-demand CCA

Channel Available in cluster: The node which has bandwidth overload or ob-
serving packet drops because of interference, would request the clusterhead for
a new channel, by sending a F REQUEST message. The bandwidth usage in-
formation is sent to the clusterhead by the node requiring new channel and all
nCi that leads the clusterhead to have an overview of all tra!c of its members
nodes. This F INFO message is illustrated in Figure 1(b). The clusterhead after
authenticating the member node, checks whether it has a free available channel.
In case of availability, it compiles the F SWITCH message and sends it to the
interested node. This message is encrypted with the cluster’s session key. The
node after allocating new channel based on the CCA algorithm, replies with an
acknowledgment. The CH records this updated info (time, requested node and
the new allocated channel) in its database.
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Borrowing channel from neighbor cluster: If on channel request, the CH does
not have any available free channel to allocate to the member node, it requests
for an available free channel from its neighbor clusters. For this purpose, it sends
a F BORROW message to all its neighbor cluster using either border node or
the cluster head (if in transmission range) to borrow a free channel frequency.
This message is sent with the signature (private key) of CHi i.e. SCHi and
encrypted with the public key of the border node KBij as shown in Figure 5.
In this figure, CHi sends a free channel request to CHj ! NCi or border node
and then relayed to CHj . CHj after authenticating CHi request, it checks for
a free channel or the least used channel within its cluster. Then, it compiles
a F INFO message with this information and reply F BORROW message. As
CHi receives all replies from its neighbors, it select the suitable free channel or
at least the minimum used channel within its neighbors for the requested node
based on CCA algorithm. Then, CHi sends a F SWITCH with this free channel
to the requested node and updates its database.

vi ! Ci CHi
Bij

CHj ! NCi

CHiID , KCHi < viID ,

SKCi < viID , F REQUEST >

viID , SKCi

< CHiID , F SWITCH >

BijID
, KBij < CHjID , SCHi

< F BORROW >>

CHiID , KCHi < BijID
, SBij

< CHjID , SCHj < F INFO >>>

CHjID , KCHj < CHiID , SBij

< F BORROW >>

BijID
, KBij < CHiID , SCHj

< F INFO >>

Fig. 5. Channel Borrow from neighbor cluster

5 Discussion

In this section, we talk about how our proposed solution provides su!cient
security to DCA in Wireless Mesh Networks. Firstly, we discuss the common
types of attacks possible during the channel assignment of wireless mesh networks
and then discuss the prevention.

5.1 Link Disconnectivity Attacks and Prevention

This attack occurs if the two neighbor nodes within a cluster that want to
communicate do not have one common channel link available. This can happen
if the attacker gets control of one of the communicating nodes and try to deny
the channel availability at that node although in reality it is there. These type
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of attacks are prevented in this way that the channel assignment is done after
authentication of the node and the CH maintains the channels associated with
each member node in its cluster. Then, the signature attached to each message
from the neighboring nodes makes sure that the valid node with valid channel
is transferring the message.

5.2 False Assignment and its Prevention

If the attacker impersonates the CH and tries to issue an overloaded channel to
the member nodes after new channel’s demand then the communication on this
channel may lead to chaos. The member node to which this node is assigned
would not be able to avail full channel bandwidth as that would already be
overloaded. In our model, it would not be possible as the clusterhead would also
authenticate itself each time to the member nodes and the attacker will not be
able to guess the corresponding session key as well as the private key of the
cluster head CH.

5.3 Spam Request and its Prevention

The adversary node may try to obtain a new channel associated with it by
requesting it from the CH. Since the CH maintains the complete list of the
channels associated with each member node, it will simply reject the request of
the adversary as the adversary will not be able to guess the private keys of the
actual member node that it is impersonating as well as the session key, as this
session key depends on the node IDs of all the member nodes within the CH.
The malicious node can send spam request messages to the CH for applying a
free channel where actually it does not need it. Since the clusterhead has an
overview of the load estimation and channel usage of all its cluster members, it
will simply not reply to these spam messages.

5.4 Other general security issues and attacks

Besides all these security issues that are mentioned above, our proposed ap-
proach also handles the general security issues which are not specific to channel
assignment. These include active eavesdropping, information leakage and unau-
thorized access. Active eavesdropping will be easily detected as before message
encryption, the hash value (last parameter) with each transferred message keeps
the integrity and any change will be detected on the receiving side. Information
leakage is not possible as all the info regarding channel assignment is encrypted.
Unauthorized access requires the adversary to know the key-pair of the sender
and the session key in case of communication within the cluster that are unknown
to the adversary and are very di!cult to be compromised.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a cluster-based security scheme (SCCA) is proposed to secure
wireless mesh network (WMN) and specially channel assignment in WMN. The
proposed SCCA scheme addresses the security vulnerabilities that exist in most
of the channel assignment algorithms, specially in CCA algorithm. SCCA can
provide confidential communication for cluster-based WMN and prevent the
security attacks during the channel assignment. Currently, we are working on
the implementation of our proposed scheme with omnet simulator and probably
also on a real testbed. Moreover, we are also working on how to secure mobile
clients
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